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Spring Newsletter 2020 

Notes from the Committee  

     As always, thank you for supporting the Wiltshire 

Bat Group throughout 2019. We now have over 190 

members donating to Bat conservation in  Wiltshire, 

this is the highest number ever. Please  spread the 

word, everyone is welcome and we will continue to 

provide opportunities for members to learn and gain 

experience across a wide range of activities.  

     You’ll get a good idea of what we get up to through 

the articles in this edition of your Newsletter, but there 

is an underlying trend around data collection, records 

and the incredible amount we can learn by joining the 

dots through surveys. We make no apologies for going 

on about how important your bat records are, 

providing accurate and verified data is the major way 

we can positively contribute to practical conservation. 

     As I write this we are in the midst of Winter 

hibernation checks around Bath, Bradford on Avon and 

further afield. I always really enjoy this time of year, the 

comradery, the sense of expectation and being able to 

see the industrial history that is still visible in many of 

the old stone mines we survey. Even the smallest mine 

can throw up good encounters with bats. I’m not sure 

whether our oldest resident, a 26 year old Greater 

horseshoe has survived for another year? Fingers 

crossed she is recorded during January or February 

2020. 

     Your Committee meets every couple of months or 

when there is something urgent to discuss. Where we 

can we also support national bat conservation 

initiatives, we always share this information with you 

at our indoor meetings in May and November, and the 

main points are in the notes published on the Wiltshire 

Mammal Portal. Please contact us if you want more 

information, or come along to our meetings, they are 

informal, good fun, there is always a wide range of 

(free) biscuits or cake on offer, and we now always 

include a guest speaker. 

     The Wiltshire Bat Group has a broad membership. 

There are those wanting to learn and gain experience, 

those wanting to sit in a dark wood in the middle of the 

night,  those who want to get muddy and wet in dark 

places, some who prefer to do things low key and local, 

and those who just support us by giving me a fiver 

every year. Thank you! You all play your part. 

Will Ponting  January 2020 

Welcome to the Wiltshire Bat Group Spring 2020 Newsletter. We hope that you find this 
review of 2019 interesting and above all inspiring . This has surely been the year of the 
Barbastelle, the more we look, the more we find out.  2019 has been one of the most 
interesting and productive years ever! 
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     It has been a bumper year. The project to study the 

Soprano pipistrelles at Lower Mill Estate has continued, 

and although we only did five box and roost checks we 

encountered exactly 100 sopranos, 32 Natterer’s 

(including dependent young), 3 Daubenton’s and one 

rarity. Before you get too excited, it was a Common 

pipistrelle, in a box along the disused railway line. It 

was the only common pip I saw all year! No doubt this 

Newsletter will be liberally sprinkled with photos of 

Bechstein’s, Barbastelles and horseshoes, so here he is. 

 

Common pipistrelle –  CWP 2019  – W Ponting 

      We have personal histories of all the bats recorded 

at Lower Mill some going back 13 years. I have all the 

original field logs covered in bat poo, coffee, water 

stains, mud and sun cream, but I always type up the 

records for our database, and I add as much detail as I 

can for the volunteers who do all the hard work.  

    In 2019 we had some astonishing recaptures.  

Starting with L00207 a female Soprano who was ringed 

by Gareth Harris on the 29th September 2013 and was 

not seen again until reappearing on the 1st September 

2019.  Then on the same day, 2 female Soprano 

pipistrelles L00230 and L00222 ringed by Emily Castel 

on the 28th September 2014 were also recovered for 

the first time! And then to top it off our oldest resident 

Soprano L00259 ringed by Ben Welbourn on the 30th 

September 2012 duly turned up. He is at least 7 years 

old, in good condition and was raring to go!  

     The key point here is that with good accurate data I 

am able to put a story to some of these bats. We may 

not fully understand what the data is telling us in the 

larger scheme of things, but in this small corner of the 

Cotswold Water Park we are able to get a good view of 

what these pipistrelles are up to, who they are hanging 

out with, how old some of them are getting, and how 

new males are establishing themselves in territories as 

the older ones die off.  There will be more fun in 2020, 

email me if you want to come along, starting in April.  

Thanks as always to those stalwart volunteers who 

came out this year, Kate, Charlotte, Sonja, Nathan, 

Craig, Ben and the CWP Trust Rangers. 

 

     So what else did I get up to during the year? I 

actually didn’t think I’d done much, but looking back 

there were three trips into Savernake doing box 

maintenance and checks, and three additional visits to 

deploy AudioMoth detectors as part of the Back from 

the Brink Project. More on this in another article, but 

for the first time in years I managed to get up before 

dawn and wander around Savernake on my own 

enjoying the atmosphere. I’m still waiting on the 

analysis of the sound files, but it will all add to and 

enrich the data picture in this historic forest.  

     I also attended three swarming sessions, at Swan, 

Winsley and Sally’s in the Autumn. All three were 

brilliantly organized, professional and great 

experiences. I got to meet some really lovely people, 

from far and wide, as well as some WBG members I 

hadn’t met before.  If you haven’t done one of these 

sessions then please do! Dani, James, Keith, Iain and 

Lisa will look after you. 

     Laura Mullholland and I also did the most surreal bat 

walk at RunfestRun at Bowood House. The backdrop of 

Reef and Razor Light blasting out their hits to a large 

and enthusiastic crowd made it a bit tricky for us, but 

surprisingly about 30 people turned up, and yes there 

were a few bats too.  

     Four other sessions to check new bat boxes in the 

Braydon forest in North Wiltshire just confirms my 

increasing liking for day time bat work. 

Will Ponting  

The Cotswold Water Park and other 

adventures 
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What an extraordinarily busy year! A lot has 

happened in 2019, You’ll be able read some of the 

details in this Newsletter, but to whet your 

appetite here is a summary of this year’s 

achievements.  

Data Sharing Agreement with Wiltshire & Swindon 

Biological Records Centre (WSBRC) 

    Following the recent restructure of WSBRC in 2018 

the bat group (and Wiltshire Mammal Group) 

contacted the new team to begin the process of 

agreeing a data sharing agreement. It is increasingly 

common for recording groups to formalise the terms 

and conditions of sharing their data with third parties, 

not least to safeguard important or sensitive biological 

data. This is becoming increasingly the case where 

organisations may require biological data to exercise a 

statutory role (such as local authorities and the SNCOs) 

and wish to access important datasets via their LERC.  

     Wiltshire Bat Group seeks to share our data with 

WSBRC, which in doing so ensure that our partner 

organisations, such as Wiltshire Council, Natural 

England and ecological consultants can access these 

data. Sharing our data with WSBRC represents the 

most efficient method for us to ensure that third 

parties can access our data. And in doing so, we can 

benefit from their data access policy which we 

contributed to, that details how species records are 

safeguarded (including bat roosting sites).  

     The presence of bats within a landscape arguably 

represents a significant constraint upon development 

and land management – bat data is therefore especially 

valuable in decision-making and partner organisations 

are keen to ensure they retain access to our data. 

Following the publication of Mammals in Wiltshire (2nd 

Edition), and as a result of the superb diversity of bat 

projects ongoing in Wiltshire of whom all submit 

records to the Group annually, Wiltshire Bat Group 

holds a significant database of bat records. So it’s 

important that we make these available to promote 

and enable bat conservation efforts.  

 

      

Highlights 2019 

     It has been another busy field season for the Group’s 

projects, ranging from woodland bat work and 

radiotracking in the Savernake Forest, continued 

ringing studies in the Cotswold Water Park and epic 

autumn swarming work in the Bath & Bradford-on-

Avon area. 

     Keith Cohen et al caught another Myotis alcathoe, 

this time a male (the first record was an adult female), 

in September at Box Mines SSSI. This is first record for 

the Bath & Bradford-on-Avon bat SAC too.  

     Dani Linton’s article regarding this year’s autumn 

swarming surveys at the Bath & Bradford-on-Avon 

stone mines details this year’s outcomes. On the other 

side of the county, autumn swarming work in 

Marlborough generated typically smaller, but equally 

welcome, numbers of bats, including unusually high 

numbers of Barbastelle bat.  

     The outcome of the Savernake Forest studies on 

Barbastelle are outlined in a separate article, as are the 

outcomes of some of the woodland bat surveys; this 

work continues to expand with increasing numbers of 

landowners requesting advice and surveys to inform 

their land management.  

     Earlier this year we were invited to Salisbury 

Cathedral by the RSPB team behind the Peregrine 

falcon monitoring. A small group of us spent a very 

enjoyable afternoon exploring the roof voids of the 

Cathedral (each one of which is like a very complicated, 

large tithe barn, in terms of opportunities for bats). Bat 

droppings were found throughout the voids and 

samples collected for DNA analysis. And a very 

enjoyable evening was spent doing detector surveys of 

the Cathedral grounds too. I’ve detailed our findings 

elsewhere in this newsletter. But this work was 

extremely useful in plugging a few gaps in range for a 

few species, not least generating new roost records for 

species such as Noctule, Serotine, Brown long-eared 

bat and a great detector record of Leisler’s bat! 

 

 

 

 

 

The County Recorders’ Annual Report.  

 Why your records are important!  

http://wsbrc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/WSBRC-Data-Access-Policy-v8.pdf
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/mammals-in-wiltshire/
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/mammals-in-wiltshire/
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Ring movements 

     Each year, bat work in the county generates some 
interesting movements of ringed bats, and increasing 
coordination between the projects is facilitating the 
recording of these, in particular the efforts of Dr Fiona 
Mathews and Domhnall Finch in recording movements 
of Greater horseshoe bats, and the work of Dr Dani 
Linton to record the ringing/re-trapping of bats at the 
Bath & Bradford-on-Avon stone mines each autumn. 
Increasingly, bat work away from these traditional sites 
is generating noteworthy ring movements, in some 
cases too numerous to list here (e.g. the movements 
between the Trowbridge woodland and 
swarming/hibernation sites near Bradford-on-Avon). 
I’ve included a few Greater horseshoe bat movements 
here for interest. 

     A “new” roost in Westbury, probably present for 
many years but not formally recorded or monitored 
until 2018, and now subject to ongoing monitoring; a 
small roost including a ringed bat, which was born in 
Coombe Mine, Bath in 2007, recovered in Westbury at 
a breeding site in 2019. 

     Another new maternity roost in Devizes with one, 
possibly two, ringed bats present; the confirmed ringed 
bat was ringed by Fiona Mathews at Brown's Folly on 
30/01/2010 and she was recaptured nine times 
between 2010 and 2014 at Brown's Folly, Sally's Rift 
and Winsley but has not been seen since 2014 – found 
in Devizes, in maternity colony in 2015, and likely still 
present.  

     Autumn swarming in 2019 at Box Mines resulted in 
the capture of a bat originally ringed at Woodchester 
Mansion (Gloucestershire) in 2012 as a pup. It has 
hibernated in Box mine in 2014 and 2015 but also 
returned to Woodchester Mansion in May 2014 as a 
two year old. 

     Finally, a Greater horseshoe found in Chilmark 
Mines SAC, South Wiltshire, March 2019, originally 
ringed Winsley Hill 07/01/16, and seen Sallys Rift 
14/01/17. So this is a SAC to SAC movement – very 
exciting!  

Wider surveys 

     Bat surveys contributing to a planning consultation 
in Salisbury were carried out at The Maltings. An 
unexpected absence of recent bat surveys in the area 
highlights the need both for existing records to be 
submitted, as well as new surveys to be undertaken. 

     Please consider undertaking walked transects of 
local towns and villages; Simon Smart recently 
purchased a detector to go looking for bats in his village 
with his young son – they picked up a range of bat 

species, including Barbastelle. This was previously a 
location for which we had few records. This 
demonstrates that the efforts of individuals can make 
a significant difference – so please consider how your 
own efforts can make similar contributions.  

     Please also consider that although the traditional 
bat survey season may have ended in October, bats 
remain active through the winter, Each winter I deploy 
static detectors in woodlands used by Barbastelle bats 
and I’ve found it fascinating to see how bat passes are 
recorded almost every night, especially Barbastelle bat. 
In fact, in one such woodland, the most frequently 
recorded species were Barbastelle bat and Lesser 
horseshoe bat, until early spring, when other species 
increasingly featured.  Perhaps think about deploying 
unused kit over the winter months to generate useful 
records for under-surveyed areas.  

     Once again, it’s that time of year to begin submitting 
records for the past year, and indeed any historical 
records. Contact me for a template recording form if 
you’d prefer this format, or use one of the online 
recording tools such as iRecord and Living Record. You 
are welcome to use iRecord provided you submit the 
record type, survey type and confirm if it’s a roost and 
what type of roost - not including this information 
devalues your records and your efforts. (Users of 
iRecord often omit this information because there is no 
prompt to include it!). 

Finally – thank you to everyone supporting surveys and 
generating records this year. It’s been a massively busy 
and productive year, demonstrated by the flow of 
records coming in. Thank you to you all. 

 Gareth Harris 

gharris_doh@hotmail.com 

 

Greater horseshoe bat March 2019 – W Ponting 

mailto:gharris_doh@hotmail.com
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          It has been a mixed old year chasing Bechstein’s 

bats around the woods near Trowbridge.   Fewer bats 

were seen in the Green Lane and Biss Wood boxes, so 

at times it was frustrating; but the tracking of two more 

females from Green Lane Wood again brought 

surprises and exciting new insights.  There was a huge 

volunteer effort and I am massively grateful to a long 

list of folk, but especially want to thank Matt Callaway 

and the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust who support him in 

getting very involved, and Lewis Hillier who devoted a 

whole week to a total immersion experience in tracking 

and tree roosts. 

     As encounter rates with juvenile bats in 2018 was 

low we were especially glad to see un-ringed bats 

(often with a chin spot) in May and June 2019 as we 

could ring them and be fairly confident they were the 

2018 juveniles.  In 2018 at Green Lane 4 young bats 

were observed.  To these can be added the 16 un-

ringed females encountered early in 2019 to give a 

minimum of 20 female young born in 2018 to the 

Green Lane Wood colony.  

How many Bechstein’s in the box? and the answer is 36 – K Cohen 2019 

     Assuming a 1:1 sex ratio the colony produced 

approximately 40 young in 2018, as 1st winter loss to 

mortality typically removes up to 20%,  it would be 

reasonable to estimate around 50 juveniles in 2018 

which would represent good breeding success. 

     At Biss Wood, to the 16 juveniles seen in 2018 can 

be added only 1 ringed early in 2019.  Assuming the 

same 1:1 sex ratio, the colony produced approximately 

34 young in 2018, through 1st winter loss it would be 

reasonable to estimate around 40 juveniles in 2018 

which would again represent good breeding success for 

2018. 

     Radio-tracking resulted in finally discovering the 

main maternity roost within Green Lane Wood – both 

in woodpecker holes, and only about 100m apart!  This 

has been a target of the tracking studies since they 

began in 2003 so we were super chuffed.  The tracked 

bats and maternity group were followed to seven new 

tree roosts, but even then the emergence counts only 

accounted for roughly half of the breeding population, 

so we still have a lot to learn! 

     Pregnancy rates seemed good and the females 

healthy, but none of the 2019 juveniles were seen 

later, this is most likely simply because we didn’t 

happen to look in the right place at the right time.  They 

seem to have a huge range of maternity roosts and we 

still only know a fraction of them even after all the work 

done since 2003!  It does seem very clear that they 

have favoured roosts for a few months or even 

a couple of years but then stop using them. 

German research has given strong evidence 

that this is due to increasing parasite load in 

these roosts.  So we may expect to see this 

pattern continue, and always be chasing them 

to find the new roosts – but we could also 

expect to see them start to return to some of 

the well-used roosts of the past, maybe even 

some bat boxes!   With a big effort and some 

luck in May-June 2020 we could yet see enough 

of the young to tell whether they had a good 

year or not in 2019.  Fingers crossed for another 

interesting season.  Come out some time and 

see what it is all about. 

Hannah Bates filmed one emergence, when we 

were trapping – and has shared this fun video 

“so you can see how the little Houdini’s 

escaped”. See it on Dropbox here:          

https://tinyurl.com/vn2teay 

Keith Cohen  

 

Out and about in Trowbridge 

https://tinyurl.com/vn2teay
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     I was hoping that 2019 was going to be a little 
quieter than 2018 in terms of woodland bat surveys. 
The numbers of surveys spread across the county and 
the late nights and travel they entail take their toll, not 
only on me and the field equipment, but upon the team 
of bat group members who help! 

     Ironically, 2019 proved even busier! We completed 
over 20 trapping surveys for the woodland bat project 
(plus the radiotracking in Savernake Forest and box 
checks in a few locations) and this included a few 
locations where land managers commissioned surveys 
and land management recommendations. I was 
grateful for the help with surveys from a number of bat 
group members and the results certainly made it 
worthwhile. 

     Surveys in Corsham Park (trapping surveys, static 
detector surveys, transects and roost visits) confirmed 
roosting sites for Lesser horseshoe, Greater horseshoe, 
and hibernation sites for Lesser horseshoe, Natterer’s 
bat and Brown long-eared bat. Detector surveys 
highlighted tremendous activity of foraging bats, 
including Barbastelle bat, whilst the trapping surveys 
caught 3 male Bechstein’s bat.  

     Wiltshire Wildlife Trust asked us to survey their new 
woodland reserve, Semley Woods, and also their chalk 
downland reserve at Coombe Bissett Down. Static 
detector work in Semley Woods indicated foraging 
Greater and Lesser horseshoe bats as well as multiple 
Barbastelle passes; a Barbastelle bat was amongst 
those species trapped there too. Coombe Bissett Down 
produced an astonishing number of Barbastelle passes, 
as well as Leisler’s bat passes – more work is planned 
here in 2020. Note that Coombe Bissett Down is part of 
the Chalke Valley, discussed elsewhere.  

     The Woodland Trust also asked us to look at their 
new woodland reserve, Avoncliff Wood, on the 
western edge of the county boundary (and incidentally 
very close to Iford Manor, the SSSI notified for the 
maternity colony of Greater horseshoe bats). 
Unsurprisingly both horseshoes were recorded 
foraging here, as well as Barbastelle bat – and during 
the trapping surveys we trapped a male and female 
Bechstein’s bat. This is a new location for Bechstein’s 
bat and therefore of great interest, although 
admittedly not too far from Trowbridge.  

 

     After the successes of surveys in Warminster in 2018 
for the Sustainable Warminster group, they 
commissioned further surveys in the Smallbrook 
Meadows & River Wylye area. In 2018 we confirmed 
foraging Barbastelle bats and Lesser horseshoes over 
Smallbrook Meadows WWT Reserve. During the 
surveys in 2019, we recorded Greater horseshoe bats 
foraging along the Wylye, and during the trapping 
surveys, Lewis’ superbly located harp trap (his words, 
not mine) produced a juvenile Bechstein’s bat. The 
likely source of the Bechstein’s bat is the nearby 
Longleat Estate – the good news is that Jenny Bennett 
is already establishing a bat box scheme in the nearest 
woodland. The Greater horseshoe bat is also of interest 
– a friend of the bat group confirmed one or two 
Greater horseshoes were roosting in a Lesser 
horseshoe roost in a nearby village, so these records 
perhaps relate to the same bats. Maybe.  
 

 
Male Barbastelle – Semley 2019 – G Harris 

 

     Simon Smart, Blacksheep Consulting, commissioned 
us to look at another woodland site in the Pewsey 
Downs Farmer Group project area, discussed 
elsewhere in this newsletter.  

     And finally, three visits to Red Lodge Wood in the 
Braydon Forest produced some great bats, including 
some big maternity groups of Brown long-eared bats in 
three different parts of the wood, the first Natterer’s 
and perhaps most excitingly, a male Brandt’s bat. Is it 
weird that my bat of the year is this male Brandt’s bat? 
– we know so little about Brandt’s bats in Wiltshire! 
Barbastelle bats turn up everywhere, but Brandt’s bat 
is a genuine mystery.  

     This year, a lot of the woodland bat surveys 
overlapped with other projects, but the increase in 

Woodland bat surveys. 

 New exciting records, more bats, more 

data and more questions! 
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knowledge and understanding of species as a result of 
these surveys is significant.  

 

 
Male Brandt’s bat – Red Lodge – Bat of the year? – G Harris 2019 
 

     As always, a huge thank you to the landowners and 
land managers who support this work, especially Simon 
Smart & Jemma Batten (Blacksheep Consulting), Ashley 
White (Wiltshire Wildlife Trust), Joe Middleton 
(Woodland Trust) and the too-numerous-to-mention-
them-all farmers in the Pewsey Downs Farmer Group 
and Chalke Valley Farmer Group. And, a huge thank you 
to the bat group members who support these surveys, 
and travel the length and breadth of the county to help 
– you’re all amazing so I’m not singling anyone out!  

Gareth Harris  

     Back in 2004 I was training for a bat licence. This 

involved lots of workshops and lectures, with written 

tests on identification. Key, however, was learning how 

to do roost investigations at people’s homes, liaise 

nicely with them and write the reports. Your conduct 

and reports would be thoroughly critiqued. I also 

remember some fantastic Church surveys and, in 

particular, lying down in a meadow, looking up and 

watching swarming in the moonlight. 

     I kept in touch with a few bats over the intervening 

years, doing some waterway and Church surveys. 

     In 2018, like an old girlfriend on facebook, I got the 

insatiable urge to reconnect. Just as the old girlfriend 

story would annoy my wife, so did the reconnection 

with bats. Only this time, the old girlfriend was ‘Gazza’ 

and he would be largely responsible for stealing me 

away from said wife, often for multiple times a week 

throughout the bat season. “Off out with Gazza again 

are you? ..you spend more time with him and those 

bloody bats than you do me” she would vehemently 

spit at me as I crept out the door. Not sure what she 

was upset about really. She got to spend the evenings 

happily glugging the Sauvingnon and watching Kim and 

the Kardashians, without me sat next to her moaning 

away. 

     Apparently, training for a bat licence has changed 

since 2004. Now it seems to largely involve sitting 

about in deckchairs chatting, getting cold and drinking 

out of a thermos. After setting up traps and nets you lie 

in wait, hopefully with time for a cuppa before dusk 

falls and the action begins. Most bats quite happily run 

the gauntlet and whizz up over and around the traps 

you’ve lugged on site and carefully placed. Only the 

stupid ones get caught. But then thinking about it, are 

they really the stupid ones? Who wouldn’t want to get 

caught with the promise of being admired and fondled    

and getting your bits blown on.  

      Species identification is a minefield. Helpfully, 

different people give you different and often 

conflicting tips and advice. Which, in a way, is as 

expected. People have their own features and 

characteristics they look for in aiding identification. 

Once you are experienced and confident enough those 

features become less diagnostic and more 

confirmatory. I’ll be happy when the time comes when 

I can worry a bit less about penis morphology, calcar 

structure or gland colour. Don’t get me started on 

sexual maturity. I’m exaggerating, of course. I’ve learnt 

so much in a short time. I’ve been lucky enough to 

handle and identify 13 species. The more experience 

gained, the easier identification becomes.  

     When the bats are feeling the love, it’s very exciting. 

You don’t feel the cold and times passes quickly. Traps 

do their jobs and lots of bats get processed. On slow, 

lonely nights, you pass the time watching the 

International Space Station orbit, listening to owls, 

getting paranoid about being bitten by ticks, and 

listening to people moan about their consultancy jobs. 

Towards the end of a slow night, an expectant hush 

descends as people are silently willing Gareth to utter 

the immortal words…..’Shall we start to pack up?’  

What it’s really like! A new members’ 

view of late nights in some Wiltshire 

woods 
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Once he’s cracked we can all go home and the bats can 

come out. 

     I’m very fortunate to have joined the Wiltshire Bat 

Group. It’s very active and all the volunteers are lovely 

people. People you don’t mind sharing the 

undergrowth with, in the dark. Not once have I feared 

for my life or my innocence. I am hugely indebted to 

Gareth for letting me tag along (19 nights, 14 sites!) 

and training me. It’s been a fantastic year for me with 

bats and I owe that to him. I was also lucky to join Lisa 

checking her boxes at Savernake, Will checking his 

boxes at Cotswold Water Park, Dani for swarming at 

Box mines, James for swarming at Sally’s and Keith 

checking his boxes at Green Lane and Biss woods. They 

have all been lovely and wonderful; very 

knowledgeable and experienced and very happy to 

train others and answer questions. Thank you all. 

     I can’t wait ‘till next bat season. I’m coming back 

stronger too….read a few bat books, got new boots and 

a new deckchair. Santa got me a hand lens and the wife 

got me a batman t-shirt! Bats ain’t gonna know what 

hit ‘em.  

Craig Brakes     

     Wiltshire Bat Group members have been out and 
about during 2019 undertaking lots of bat walks and 
talks. We are a science and conservation-led bat group, 
but nonetheless, we do an impressive amount of public 
engagement on bats - and between us, we have been 
reaching a significant number of people.  
 
Some of the events in 2019 included the following: 
 

• Laura Mullholland and Will Ponting teamed up 
with Buglife to lead a bat walk at the 
RunfestRun  festival in Bowood at the end of 
May  
 

• Gareth Harris and Lisa Wade have run bat 
walks and events for the Pewsey Downs 
Farmer's Group, the Forestry Commission (at 
Savernake Forest) and a farmer's group on 
Salisbury Plain 
 

• Matt Callaway led a bat walk for 
Seeds4Success 
 

• Alison Rasey has led an impressive 4 bat walks 
at Avebury (for the Marlborough Downs 
Nature Enhancement Partnership),  
Trowbridge (for the Friends of Down 
Cemetery), 
Bradford-on-Avon (for the Walking Festival) 
and Westbury (for Friends of Victoria Garden) 
 

• Peter Gulliver of Frome Bat Care has also been 
very active in the county, giving talks to Dilton 
Marsh and West Ashton WIs  
 

• Pete Gulliver of Frome Bat Care also drew lots 
of excited youngsters with his flight cage setup 
and giving the opportunity to see bats close up 
in the hand 
 

• Mike Chislett has taken on a number of events 
in the county, including bat walks and talks for 
Worton and Marston Gardening Club, 
Alderbury Scouts Group and Pewsham WI at 
Chippenham 
 

• Jenny Bennett provided a bat walk and talk to 
Underhill Wood Nature Reserve at East Knoyle; 
and another walk/ talk to Sustainable 
Warminster, assisted by Gareth Harris and Lisa 
Wade  
 

• Laura Mullholland, Jim Mullholland and Pete 
Gulliver gave a talk/ walk for Traditional and 
Rural Skills, Bath at Iford in October (see 
Laura’s write up later) 

 

 

 

Will and Laura at Bowood House May 2019 – W Ponting 

Our Secretary Jenny Bennett rounds up 

some other events 
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      During six nights of swarming in autumn 2019 there 

were 47 captures of Greater horseshoe bats, including 

17 ring recaptures of bats not seen for between 1 - 6 

years. Ring movements from Swan and Winsley to 

Gripwood, from Box, Gripwood and Swan to Brown’s 

Folly, and from Woodchester Mansion to Box were 

recorded. 

Alcathoe bat, Lady Hamilton’s entrance Box mine, Sept 2019 – D Linton 

     Movement between swarming sites was recorded 

for the first time for a Natterer’s bat. A7025 was ringed 

at Box by Daniel Hargreaves on 10th Sept 2011, and 

next seen at Gripwood on 1st Sept 2019. Other 

Natterer’s males not seen for 8 or 9 years were also 

caught at Gripwood and Box, each recaptured where 

they were ringed back in 2010 or 2011.  

     Ringed Bechstein’s and Barbastelle bats were 

recaptured at Box, Browne’s Folly, Gripwood, and 

Winsley. At Box recaptures included a 6th capture (over 

8 years) for A4668 a male Bechstein’s, and a 7th capture 

(over 8 years) for A7053 a male Barbastelle.   

     Two Bechstein’s bats ringed at Green Lane Wood, 

near Trowbridge, were recaptured swarming near 

Bath. A female born in 2017 (last seen at Green Lane 

Wood in 2018) was recorded at Box, whilst a male born 

in 2015 was caught at Gripwood (he was also seen at 

Gripwood during autumn 2018). 

The oldest recapture was Y1586, a male Daubenton’s 

bat, ringed back in 2004 and seen five times at Box over 

the past 15 years. 

     At Lady Hamilton’s mine entrance on 29th 

September 2019 a new bat species was recorded for 

Box thanks to Keith Cohen who took a wing swab and 

obtained DNA confirmation of his identification of a 

male Myotis alcathoe bat. The second record for this 

species in Wiltshire in as many years, the first record 

being at Winsley was from a swarming site that has not 

been well surveyed previously. In contrast Box has 

been surveyed for more than 20 years. 

  

     Over 750 small myotis bat captures have been 

recorded swarming at Box since 2004, of these, 11 had 

forearm measurements below 32.0mm. Perhaps 

Alcathoe bats have been overlooked in the past? This 

individual could easily have been mis-identified as a 

Whiskered bat…….  

Dani Linton  

 

Bechstein’s bat trapped during swarming at Winsley August 2019 - WP 

The big Autumn swarming event, AWOL 

bats turn up, and other heart stopping 

moments! 
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Savernake Forest 2019 – bat box monitoring & 

Barbastelle bat radiotracking in 2019 

     The Wiltshire Bat Group has conducted surveys and 

monitoring in and around the Savernake Forest since 

the early 1990’s, initiated by Steve Laurence and 

latterly coordinated by Lisa Wade and Gareth Harris. 

Steve Laurence and Bat Group members tracked   a 

number of Barbastelle bats in the 2000s, conducted 

numerous trapping surveys and established and 

monitored a large number of bat boxes across the 

forest. A maternity group of Barbastelle bat favoured 

one of the groups of bat boxes, along with large 

numbers of Natterer’s bats, and smaller numbers of 

Brown long-eared and pipistrelle bats. 

     In 2014, this work was passed to Lisa Wade and 

Gareth Harris. The bat box monitoring continues and 

during 2018 and 2019 we reviewed the use of these bat 

boxes and made a few changes, reducing the number 

of boxes being monitored by focussing upon two 

instead of three groups of boxes, but checking them 

more frequently to increase encounter rates with 

Barbastelle bats in particular. So, thank you to those 

members who have assisted both with the  box 

monitoring but also the work parties to aid in the re-

shuffle of some of these bat boxes.  

Bat box monitoring  

     The headline is that we 

encountered the Barbastelle 

maternity group on two of three 

checks in 2019; in late June, 8 

adult females were encountered 

– these were heavily pregnant so 

handling was minimised and they 

were quickly ringed/rings read 

and returned to the boxes. They 

obviously didn’t object to this too 

much and we encountered them 

again in mid-July, 7 adult females 

and 7 juveniles near-volant (i.e.  

fully furred and likely capable of flight). Once again, we 

were able to ring those without rings (the juveniles), 

and read already-ringed bats.  

      So, for interest, three of the bats encountered in 

Late June were ringed some time ago by Steve 

Laurence (prior to 2014, so potentially quite old now) 

but we encountered two of these bats in 2016 and 

2017. Four of the bats encountered were ringed by us 

in July 2016, part of a large group of 14 adults and 

juveniles and hadn’t been encountered again until 

2019.       

 

Barbastelle country – Savernake forest September 2019 - WP 

     It is worth noting is that each time we encounter this 

maternity group (which is infrequently, often once 

every 2 seasons) the same individuals aren’t always 

present. This demonstrates how this maternity group 

is part of a much larger population, with which it 

exchanges bats each year. And therefore there is a 

reservoir of ringed (and unringed) bats somewhere out 

in the Savernake Forest. It also demonstrates that  

You know what they are – Savernake 2019 – Paul Colley 

Savernake forest 

Our longest running project still 

delivering new information in 2019 
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there are more maternity groups, spread across this 

landscape, some of which we’ve found, but more 

doubtless remain to be found.  

 

WBG team checking bat boxes in Savernake – September 2019 - WP 

     In spring 2019, Bat Conservation Trust, via Back from 
the Brink’s The Ancients project, which is managed by 
Buglife, offered us some funding to assist with some 
study of bats in the Savernake Forest. Forestry England 
and Wiltshire Bat Group also assisted with funding. As 
a result of this we were able to mobilise a large group 
of people to assist with trapping surveys, radiotracking, 
roost counts and tree climbing – thank you  

     The Ancients project were keen that we focussed 
upon an area of the Forest that had recently been 
subjected to some thinning operations, specifically, for 
the removal of conifers, as part of Forest-wide wood-
pasture restoration work. This clearly raised some 
difficulties in catching target species (Barbastelle, 
Noctule, whiskered or Brandt’s bats) given the 
disturbed nature of this part of the Forest. In fact bat 
activity was very low during the trapping surveys, 
despite excellent weather conditions and so, despite 
using a lot of kit, including acoustic lures, spread across 
the study site (traps up to 400m apart) we caught only 
15 bats across the two nights of trapping. This did 
however, include 7 Barbastelle bats, of which one was 
a lactating female and the remainder were males. 
Frustratingly, we tagged only one bat.  

     The tagged lactating female Barbastelle taught us a 
lot. Three new tree roosts were found with 8 adults 
present on the 7th and 20 adults on the 8th. Our tagged 
female foraged within an area of 1 square kilometre 
over 3 nights (before the tagged detached and ceased 
emitting) and returned to the roost (presumably to 
suckle her pup) 3-4 times each night; indeed on the 

final night she and other bats from the roost relocated 
the pups to a second roosting site, close to the first.  

     We were immensely fortunate to be able to work 
with professional wildlife photographer Paul Colley 
throughout 2019; Paul and his assistant Kate took the 
opportunity to document our work and photograph 
bats in-the-hand as well as during release but perhaps 
most excitingly Paul used his infra-red equipment to 
observe the emergence of bats at dusk and their return 
through the night, as well dawn swarming. In doing so, 
Paul generated some intimate footage of the adults 
returning to the roost to suckle their young and, 
excitingly, also a mother carrying her pup, as she 
relocated to a new roost tree. Interestingly, the 
maternity group was found roosting within 200m of the 
area of the Forest subject to conifer thinning; with a 
maternity group of around 20 adult females using this 
location we trapped only one of these females during 
the trapping surveys, and in fact caught mostly adult 
males. Furthermore, the tagged female avoided the 
areas previously subject to conifer thinning, utilising 
those areas to the south and south-east. Whilst we 
clearly cannot draw many conclusions from 
radiotracking a single bat (!), the results of the trapping 
surveys and radiotracking perhaps indicate that the 
Barbastelle bats were tending to avoid the area 
recently subjected to conifer thinning. 

     Thankfully, someone has done some proper science 
on this subject and it was coincidentally published 
recently; Carr et al (2019) stated “Woodland thinning 
significantly increased bat richness and activity. 
Common and adaptable bat species, and those that 
forage along woodland edges e.g. Pipistrellus 
pipistrellus, were positively affected by management, 
presumably exploiting less cluttered woodland 
interiors. Rarer bat species, and species that roost 
predominantly in trees e.g. Barbastella barbastellus 
were negatively affected by management, which 
reduced roosting opportunities.” This information will 
therefore be used to promote Barbastelle friendly 
woodland management in the Savernake.  

     This year’s work was enabled and supported by a 
huge number of Wiltshire Bat Group members, funders 
such as Back from the Brink / Buglife / Bat Conservation 
Trust, Forestry England and the bat group. 
Radiotracking kit was also borrowed from Dr Fiona 
Mathews, University of Sussex and Eric Palmer, Link 
Ecology. Paul Colley is also warmly thanked for 
supporting our work throughout the season too.  

Lisa Wade & Gareth Harris 

 

 

https://www.mpcolley.com/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0378112719316160
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     Earlier this year Wiltshire Bat Group was invited to 

visit Salisbury Cathedral for the purpose of undertaking 

a survey for bats potentially roosting in the roof voids.  

     On the 15th August, a crack team of surveyors were 

assembled; Jenny Bennett, Louisa Kilgallen, Becca 

Grainger-Wood, Lewis Hillier, Craig Brakes and myself, 

and joined by Sarah Jupp in the evening. Gary Price 

(Clerk of Works, Salisbury Cathedral) and Phil 

Sheldrake (RSPB Conservation Officer) hosted us and 

guided us around the Cathedral. 

     We began by focussing upon the voids over the 

Nave, South Transept, North Transept and Eastern 

Roofs/Eastern Transept, collecting a series of samples 

of bat droppings in each location. Given the size and 

scale of the Cathedral, we weren’t able to complete an 

exhaustive search of all roof voids or indeed the whole 

cathedral, but within a few hours we had collected a lot 

of samples from the voids we could access. Samples of 

bat droppings were taken and sent to Swift Ecology / 

Ecotype Genetics for DNA analyses.  

 

Salisbury Cathedral roof void – August 2019 – G Harris 

For interest, we deployed two static bat detectors 

(Wildlife Acoustic SongMeter 4 FS Bat) to the roof voids 

too, to see what bat activity may be recorded within 

the voids. That evening, we also split into two teams 

and surveyed two walked transects around the 

Cathedral grounds and surrounding land. One team 

included a large pond in the survey route, whilst the 

other, incorporated a section of the River Avon.  

So, what did we find? 

     When the DNA results were returned a few days 

later, amongst the expected samples of Common 

pipistrelle, Soprano pipistrelle and Brown long-eared 

bat were samples of Serotine bat and, surprisingly, 

Noctule bat! 

     The static detectors within the roof voids recorded 

thousands of bat passes over only 3 nights! Whilst the 

vast majority were Common pipistrelle, there were 

also high numbers of Soprano pipistrelle, 32 passes of 

Brown long-eared bat, 16 Myotis passes and a couple 

of Noctule passes (the quality of the calls suggesting 

they were INSIDE the void, rather than outside of the 

roof void).  

     Given the time of year unsurprisingly, the high 

pipistrelle activity was associated a lot of social calls – 

i.e. mating and courtship behaviour. Similarly, many of 

the long-eared bat passes also included social calls 

(perhaps related to courtship or just normal behaviour 

recorded inside a roost!). 

      Transect surveys were equally successful with in 

excess of 550 bat passes recorded by the two groups; 

close to the pond or the Avon the majority of these 

passes (unsurprisingly) comprised Soprano pipistrelle 

bats, whilst elsewhere the Common pipistrelle bats 

dominated. Along the Avon were multiple foraging 

Daubenton’s bats amongst the Soprano pips too – the 

activity was astonishingly high! Also recorded along the 

way, were Noctule bats, Serotine bats, long-eared bats, 

additional Myotis bats, and then, by the Cathedral 

itself, a foraging Leisler’s bat! 

     The Leisler’s bat is a poorly-understood species in 

Wiltshire, despite being widespread but uncommon 

across much of the UK. This species may be found 

roosting in buildings in large cities (e.g. Bristol and 

London) as well as more rural areas, foraging over large 

green spaces, parkland, grasslands and heathland. 

Whilst we are generating new records of Leisler’s bat 

across Wiltshire, there remain no known roosts! 

Salisbury Cathedral 

A rare opportunity and some real 

surprises! 

https://www.swiftecology.co.uk/dna.php
https://ecotypegenetics.co.uk/
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     The final score was therefore 7 species – Common 

pipistrelle, Soprano pipistrelle, Brown long-eared bat, 

Daubenton’s bat, Serotine bat, Noctule bat and 

Leisler’s bat, with potential for additional Myotis 

species too. This is a great outcome for a day and 

night’s work and helps to improve our knowledge and 

understanding of how bats use the city of Salisbury. 

We’re keen to support further surveys here – with 

horseshoe bats roosting once again within the city of 

Salisbury, hopefully we’ll record either horseshoe 

species foraging around the Cathedral grounds! 

     Thank you to Phil Sheldrake RSPB for extending the 

initial invite and to Gary Price (Clerk of Works, Salisbury 

Cathedral) for guiding us around the cathedral. Also 

supporting the bat transect surveys were members of 

the Cathedral’s peregrine nest monitoring team – 

thanks for guiding us around in the dark! Finally, huge 

thanks to Swift Ecology & Ecotype Genetics for their 

help, support and quick DNA analyses.   

Gareth Harris 

WBG Chair Laura Mullholland along with 

husband Jim  and Pete Gulliver did a talk and walk 

at the  Rural Skills Centre, this is Laura’s write up 

for their newsletter.  

     Holding our collective breath, and keeping 

everything crossed, an intrepid group of 40 locals 

gathered at the Traditional and Rural Skills Centre, 

Iford, on Saturday 5th October, hoping for the rain to 

stay at bay whilst we went on a bat hunt.  

     I took the group on a whistle stop tour of UK bat 

ecology with fast facts such as; 17 species in the UK, 

some as small as matchboxes, others as large as Mars 

bars and navigation to rival RADAR.  

     The first bats, Common pipistrelles, made an 

appearance just as the sun was setting so the group left 

the warmth of the classroom and took up a view across 

the valley, watching the bats silhouetted against the 

twilight sky, flitting around the trees. We had the 

benefit of bat detectors to act as our eyes, listening out 

for the high-pitched squeaks the bats were making so 

that they could see in the dark, although, they do have 

good eyesight too; no such thing as 'blind as a 

bat'!  Early on, Noctules and Serotines joined the small 

Common pipistrelles but didn't stay for long. The rare, 

but locally common due to the nearby internationally 

protected Bath and Bradford-on-Avon bat sites, Lesser 

horseshoe bat made a very brief fly-past disappearing 

behind the classroom, sadly our only encounter with 

this species that evening.  

   As the night drew on and the skies became darker, we 

followed a candle-lit pathway down to the river where 

soprano pipistrelles were feeding in the orchard and 

over the river and Daubenton’s, also known as the 

water bat, made an appearance flying low to the water, 

sweeping up insects from the surface of the river using 

their big hairy feet to catch them.  

     Down by the river, under the safety of the trees, the 

'whispering' Brown long-eared bat was identified by 

those with slightly more sophisticated bat detectors. A 

grand total of 7 species of bats were identified on our 

bat detectors and we raised a generous £80 donation 

for the Wiltshire Bat Group who aim to protect and 

conserve bats and their habitats in Wiltshire. 

Laura Mullholland 

 

Lesser horseshoe bat – Daniel Hargreaves 

     We are always looking for volunteers to do walks 

and talks. Jenny Bennett gets quite a few requests each 

year, and we are able to fulfil most of them. Don’t 

worry if you haven’t done one before, where we can 

we double up with an experienced team member, and 

remember, the general public (usually) know less about 

bats than you do! Drop Jenny an email if you want to 

get involved. wiltsbg@gmail.com  WP. 

 

A more gentle and traditional bat talk 

and walk for Laura, Jim and Pete at Iford  

mailto:wiltsbg@gmail.com
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 In the Spring 2019 newsletter, Simon Smart and 

Gareth Harris reported on the bat surveys and 

resulting habitat enhancements undertaken with 

the Pewsey Downs Farmer Group.  

     During 2018 much of this work was targeting 

Barbastelle bat and Lesser horseshoe bat and included 

the planting of additional hedgerows and 

enhancement of some WWII pillboxes along the 

Kennet & Avon Canal for roosting bats (with species 

such as Lesser horseshoe and Brown long-eared bat 

already recorded using them).  

     Further to this work, Simon secured funding from 

Network Rail, as part of The Greater West Programme: 

Achieving No Net Loss, to survey and enhance a small 

woodland, Tawsmead copse on the canal corridor for 

bats. The site, which is located a few hundred metres 

north of the Kennet & Avon Canal near Alton Barnes, 

comprises 8 hectares of Plantation on Ancient 

Woodland Site (also known as a PAWS).  

     Bat surveys in 2019 highlighted a high activity of 

Barbastelle bat, as well as other common woodland 

bats; interestingly, Barbastelle activity was highest in 

early spring (March to April) and lowest in mid-summer 

– perhaps this suggests they summer roost elsewhere 

in the landscape?  

     Tree inspections found a series of Brown long-eared 

bats hibernating and summer-roosting in broad-leaved 

trees whilst a trapping survey conducted with the help 

of a large team from Wiltshire Bat Group trapped a 

good number of woodland bats, including Natterer’s 

bats, Whiskered bats, Brown long-eared bats and 

various pipistrelle bats.  

     Habitat enhancement during 2019 included phased 

thinning of conifers which will be followed by the 

planting of native broad-leaved trees and shrubs, the 

creation of glades and ride enhancements, creation of 

both standing and fallen deadwood and veteranisation 

of selected trees to provide roosting opportunities for 

bats. 

     To the south of the woodland almost 2km of 

hedgerow has been planted, again with funding from 

Network Rail, to improve an open section of the K & A 

Canal to improve foraging and commuting routes for 

bats helping to link the woodland with the wider 

landscape. 

     We will do further work to monitor how bats are 

using this site. This woodland is located within an 

otherwise very open chalk downland landscape, so 

may provide important roosting and foraging 

opportunities for bats. 

The Chalke Valley Farmer Cluster – bat surveys 

2019 

     The Chalke Valley Farmer Cluster was formed in 

2016 and now involves over 25 farmers covering over 

9000ha within the Chalke Valley between Berwick St 

John and Coombe Bissett, south-west of Salisbury. The 

Cluster was set up, with support from Simon Smart, 

following the desire of a number of farmers to work 

collaboratively to enhance the local landscape for 

wildlife.  

     In 2018 , we undertook a bat walk for members of 

the Cluster at Manor Farm, Broad Chalke, along the 

River Ebble. This encouraged a real enthusiasm 

amongst the farmers to find out more about bats in the 

area and how they can help them. Incredibly, we 

encountered a foraging Barbastelle bat during this 

event! 

     The River Ebble, and the surrounding land in the 

Chalke Valley, is likely to offer important habitats for 

foraging, commuting and roosting bats of a range of 

species; from the wetlands of the river corridor, to the 

species-rich chalk downland, woodlands and hedgerow 

network. A string of settlements along the river valley, 

with farm buildings, dwellings, churches and other 

buildings offers roosting sites for a number of bat 

species whilst mature trees offer roosting sites for 

others.  

     Bat records received for this area, contributing to 

Mammals in Wiltshire, Second Edition, offer a 

tantalising glimpse of the potential; records of the rare 

Bechstein’s bat in woodlands in the south of the 

project area, a record of Barbastelle bat (gleaned 

during the bat walk for the Farm Cluster in spring 2018 

in Broad Chalke), and knowledge of Lesser horseshoe 

 Pewsey Down Farmers Group -  

Practical conservation on an ancient 

woodland site 

The Chalke Valley South West Wiltshire, 

more surveys, more Barbastelles!  

https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/mammals-in-wiltshire/
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bats roosting in villages on most of the tributaries of 

the River Avon such as the Wylye and Nadder. But the 

data was somewhat sparse. 

     The Chalke Valley Farmer Cluster therefore 

expressed a desire to improve their knowledge and 

understanding of bat populations using the Chalke 

Valley, with a view to feeding this knowledge into land 

management improvements to promote bat 

conservation.  

     Species of particular interest include the lesser 

horseshoe bat and Barbastelle bat (both listed upon 

Annex II of the EU Habitats Directive, s41 NERC Act 

2006, Wiltshire Biodiversity Action Plan). 

     Simon Smart and I, with Margaret Feneley from 

Natural England, developed a project brief for 

landscape-wide bat surveys and secured funding from 

Natural England to deliver these surveys. We planned 

to deliver four walked transects, conduct static 

monitoring at three locations and deliver trapping 

surveys at three locations to supplement the acoustic 

surveys. This would be a snapshot of the valley’s bat 

fauna, but a good start and basis for further work.  

     There followed a delightful summer of bat surveys 

in a beautiful valley, with species-rich habitats, working 

with farmers and landowners genuinely interested in 

supporting the wildlife on their land.  

The results 

      Four transects were delivered, each of 8-10km in 

length, covering a mix of riparian habitats along the 

river valleys, and chalk downland and arable margins 

on the downland above. In general, the majority of bat 

activity was encountered along the river valleys, with 

the downland overlooking the valleys offering lower 

bat activity. In all over 900 bat passes were recorded 

during these surveys and whilst the pipistrelle bats 

accounted for the majority of these, there were a few 

surprises too.  

     The meadows along the River Ebble produced 

multiple passes of foraging Leisler’s bat (foraging in the 

open over the meadows and producing some clear 

sonograms), whilst the river corridor and adjacent 

downland produced several passes of foraging 

Barbastelle bat. Some of the foraging Barbastelle and 

Leisler’s were foraging in open habitats such as chalk 

downland.  

     Static monitoring was delivered at six locations 

(instead of the planned three locations), in part 

because the results were really interesting! A total of 

43 nights of deployment was achieved, recording over 

19,900 bat passes! Three of the monitoring points were 

on the river corridor and these generated huge 

numbers of passes. Three of the points were high on  
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the sides of the valley, far from the river corridor, 

typically using woodland edge or hedgerows on likely-

looking commuting routes.  

     Unsurprisingly, 65% of all bat passes were Common 

pipistrelle and 24% were Soprano pipistrelle bat; 6% 

were Myotis species (including a series of Daubenton’s 

and Natterer’s bat), 1.2% were Serotine bat, 1.25% 

were long-eared bats and 0.55% were Noctule bat. 

However, 18 passes (0.09%) related to Greater 

horseshoe, 6 passes (0.03%) were Lesser horseshoe, 

273 passes (1.37%) were Barbastelle and 92 passes 

(0.46%) related to Leisler’s bat.  

 

Serotine, Winterslow – James Fisher      

The small number of horseshoe bat passes were 

interesting, and fairly unexpected given the openness 

of the habitats here – this is now triggering further 

work to clarify their status in the valley. The large 

number of Barbastelle passes was also unexpected, as 

well as the wide geographic spread and presence in all 

habitats. The numbers of Leisler’s bat passes will be 

controversial (!) but the sound analysis was done 

manually and conservatively – these passes relate to 

bats foraging in open habitats and there is therefore a 

higher degree of confidence in these records (i.e. I 

excluded the “possible” lying in the overlap of 

parameters with Serotine and Noctule bat).  

     Three trapping surveys were conducted, and I was 

grateful for the help of several bat group members who 

joined us, as well as some of the farmers and Margaret 

from Natural England. On the first two visits the 

weather conspired against us; despite being in large 

woodland blocks we caught low numbers of bats 

because temperatures fell unexpectedly low, 

depressing bat activity. However, on both occasions 

were recorded a suite of bats foraging at dusk, 

including multiple passes of Barbastelle bat and also 

Leisler’s bat (and a flyover Goshawk too!).  

     On the third survey, we focussed on the River Ebble 

in Broadchalke, following up on multiple records of 

Barbastelle bat and horseshoe bats recorded on static 

detectors, as well as several passes of Barbastelle 

recorded on the transect survey here. We trapped 17 

bats, actually closing nets for a short period to avoid 

catching unnecessary numbers of pipistrelles emerging 

from a nearby roost. Pips were followed by long-eared 

bats and Daubenton’s bats and then a male Barbastelle 

bat! Happy days.  

     These surveys generated some great outcomes. Yes, 

of course, we recorded some great bats, often in 

multiple locations, but we also enthused a group of 

farmers and dragged them into the exciting world of 

bat conservation. There is a lot of interest in doing 

more and we’re already fundraising for the next steps. 

We were also able to involve several bat group 

members in the trapping surveys and particular thanks 

are given to Craig Brakes and Sarah Jupp who travelled 

a long way to assist with these surveys. The final 

trapping survey was supported by eight bat group 

members. Thank you to everyone who supported this 

work in 2019.  

Simon Smart (Black Sheep Countryside Management)  

Gareth Harris  

Bat Surveys – Smallbrook Meadows & The Wylye 

corridor, Warminster 

     In 2018 the Sustainable Warminster community 

group, concerned at housing development proposals 

on the southern edge of Warminster contacted the bat 

group for advice. This resulted in the deployment of 

static bat detectors in autumn 2018 as well as transect 

surveys and a trapping survey. These works 

demonstrated that Barbastelle bats were foraging over 

Smallbrook Meadows WWT Reserve and during the 

trapping surveys a juvenile female was caught.      

Sustainable Warminster 

Lending a hand in the community  
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     Lesser horseshoe bats were also recorded foraging 

here, as well as a range of common bat species 

including Daubenton’s bat, Whiskered bat, Noctule and 

Serotine bat. So, in one year, two Annex II bat species 

were confirmed.  

     This work was extended in 2019 with surveys of the 

River Wylye corridor, to the south of Smallbrook Road. 

Static detector monitoring during summer 2019 

recorded a high activity of foraging bats, including the 

occasional Barbastelle bat, Greater horseshoe bat and 

Leisler’s bat amongst huge numbers of passes of 

pipistrelle, Daubenton’s and other species. Trapping 

surveys were conducted on three nights, each one 

cursed by low temperatures! but resulting in the 

trapping of a range of species, including Whiskered bat, 

Daubenton’s bat and a juvenile Bechstein’s bat. So, in 

year two, a further two species of Annex II bats were 

recorded and confirmed here.  

This work has been immensely useful in highlighting 

the importance of an otherwise poorly-recorded part 

of the county, enabling us to fill in the gaps in 

distribution maps for a number of bat species 

particularly the rare Annex II species. Recording 

Bechstein’s and Barbastelle bat highlights the 

importance of wooded landscapes and the river 

corridor in the Warminster area. More work is planned 

in this area, so watch this space.  

     With thanks to Harriet James, Sandra Adlam and 

others from the Sustainable Warminster group for 

enabling and supporting this (in part with a grant from 

the Wiltshire Wildlife Community Energy Fund), as well 

as the landowners providing access for surveys, 

including Ashley White, Wiltshire Wildlife Trust. A 

number of bat group members supported these bat 

surveys too, so thank you to you all.  

The community events 

     This work stimulated considerable interest in bats 

and bat conservation in Warminster and led to 

Sustainable Warminster organising community events; 

in June 2019 an evening talk for children was given by 

Jenny Bennett (our Secretary) with rescue bat 

demonstrations from Frome Bat Care and a bat 

costume competition.  This was followed by a walk 

through Warminster Town Park and on into Smallbrook 

Meadows WWT reserve, listening to bats using WBG’s 

bat detectors.  The Daubenton’s bats provided a 

spectacular display over the lake.  

     With a grant from Warminster Area Board, 

Sustainable Warminster produced 120 untreated cedar 

Kent bat box kits and ran a bat box assembling day in 

August.   The boxes are now widely distributed around 

Warminster and surrounding villages. Members of the 

group are continuing to raise awareness by giving talks 

in local primary schools, several of which now have 

their own boxes to monitor.    

    

Building bat boxes – Harriet James 

Harriet James & Gareth Harris  

Amidst the usual flurry of grounded and injured 

bats that require help each year across the 

county, and indeed the UK, two bats found in 

Salisbury were of notable interest in 2019.  

     On the 27th August 2019, staff working at Joules in 

Salisbury found a bat inside a coat pocket in their 

stockroom; this bat was taken into care by carers from 

Hampshire Bat Group and was confirmed to be a 

Barbastelle bat - unfortunately it died in care. The story 

didn’t stop there though – Hampshire Bat Group’s 

Steph West, who works at the Natural History 

Rare bat rescue 

Salisbury 2019 
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Museum, London, has been able to incorporate this bat 

into her research.  

     This story was widely reported on social media, 

including on Twitter via Joules, and Spire FM radio in 

Salisbury interviewed Steph West too.  

www.spirefm.co.uk/news/local-

news/2945770/salisburys-joules-had-a-special-

visitor/.  

     Then in October a Bechstein’s bat was found behind 

Barclay’s Bank, off the High Street in Salisbury on the 

river corridor. The bat taken into care by the amazing 

Hampshire Bat Group bat care network and was found 

to be uninjured and was quickly released within the 

Cathedral grounds. 

     Whilst these are clearly rare bats which one 

wouldn’t expect to find in the middle of a large urban 

centre, these records actually fit into a known 

distribution for these species in the county. Barbastelle 

bats are widely recorded in the woodlands and 

farmlands surrounding Salisbury, and Bechstein’s bats 

have been previously recorded just south of Salisbury 

in woodlands to the north of the New Forest. What is 

perhaps most interesting is that these bats were 

presumably using the river corridors to commute 

though the city.  

     Our thanks to Hampshire Bat Group, to their bat 

care network for assisting in South Wiltshire (where 

there are few active bat carers) and to Nik Knight for 

readily sharing the information with us. Lena Griffiths, 

who cared for the Bechstein’s bat, is thanked for 

sharing her data.  

     It is worth adding that bat care networks elsewhere 

in the county have had their share of interesting bats 

this year and last. Bristol Bat Rescue received a 

Barbastelle bat from Calne in autumn 2018, and a 

Nathusius’ pipistrelle from Corsham too. Thank you to 

Kiri and Stew for their time and expertise in caring for 

bats across the region.  

    Wiltshire is in urgent need of more bat carers, due 

largely to the low population covering what is quite a 

large county. If you are interested in getting involved in 

bat care in Wiltshire, please consider joining Bat 

Conservation Trust’s bat care network – or, if you live 

in a neighbouring county, consider volunteering for bat 

care networks such as those in Hampshire Bat Group or 

Bristol Bat Rescue. Wiltshire Wildlife Hospital, near 

Amesbury are always grateful for long-term 

volunteers.  

     Thank you to everyone who supports Wiltshire’s 

bats each year, whichever group you work with! 

Early in 2020 two WBG members Lewis Hillier and 

Ellie Hack decided to go to Tambopata National 

Reserve in Peru. Here is a short summary of their 

adventure. 

     For most bat folk, the winter season marks a much-

needed period of rest while the bats are hibernating. 

However, for some people this will simply not do and 

waiting until the survey season for the next ‘bat fix’ is 

not an option!  

MacConnell’s bat (Mesophylla macconnelli) – L Hillier 

     

 Tambopata National Reserve in Peru is an area of 

primary Amazonian rainforest where up to 120 species 

of bat are present. Here, an organisation called “Fauna 

Forever” are undertaking long-term research into the 

flora and fauna of the rainforest and have recently 

decided to add bats to their list of species monitored. 

We joined during the initial stages of the bat project, 

meaning the data we collected acted as a baseline 

survey with the aim of assessing the diversity and 

abundance of bats in the area. 

 

On Tour. 

WBG members go trapping in Peru 

 

http://www.spirefm.co.uk/news/local-news/2945770/salisburys-joules-had-a-special-visitor/
http://www.spirefm.co.uk/news/local-news/2945770/salisburys-joules-had-a-special-visitor/
http://www.spirefm.co.uk/news/local-news/2945770/salisburys-joules-had-a-special-visitor/
https://www.bristolbatrescue.co.uk/
https://www.bats.org.uk/support-bats/volunteer/bat-rehabilitation
https://www.bats.org.uk/support-bats/volunteer/bat-rehabilitation
http://www.wildthingsres-q.org.uk/sample-page/
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Surveying for bats in the jungle 

    Luckily we were not disappointed. Over the course of 

3 weeks, we managed to record 22 species in the hand 

and saw a further 5 species in the field. The vast 

majority were members of the Phyllostomidae – the 

new world leaf-nosed bats, one of the most diverse 

family of bats in the world. We caught species such as 

the great fruit-eating bat (Artibeus literatus), the 

fringe-lipped bat (Trachops cirrhosus) which specialises 

in eating frogs, and Thomas’s nectar bat (Loncophylla 

thomasi).  

     Extracting bats proved more of a challenge 

compared with the UK as many of the species we 

caught were large and aggressive, getting tangled up in 

ways that looked impossible to resolve. But before long 

we became comfortable at extracting the 70g bats and 

identifying them to species level. 

 

     The bats 

had 

fascinating 

characteristics 

such as striped 

markings, 

elaborate 

nose-leafs and 

missing tail 

membranes 

which made 

identification 

interesting and 

challenging. 

 

Woolly false vampire (Chrotoperus auritas) 

     We took many anatomical measurements to assist 

with this, including the length of the nose-leaf, calcar, 

tibia and tragus. The project hopes that the recording 

of this data will enable bat workers in the future to 

confirm identification more confidently and easily. 

     Interestingly, we found that as you move through 

the rainforest, species assemblage and abundance 

varied. We noticed differences such as in an area that 

had been logged and farmed, we caught more short-

tailed fruit bats (Carollia species) which feed mostly on 

piper plants that grow in clearings. Whereas in the 

areas of primary rainforest we caught more woolly 

false vampire bats (Chrotopterus auritus) which rely on 

high-quality rainforest to thrive. They are the second 

largest bat species in South America and prey on 

reptiles, birds, small rodents and even other bats!  

     Other species we encountered were from the family 

Emballonuridae – which have strange sacs located on 

their propatagium which males use to ‘waft’ 

pheromones at females. We also saw members of the 

Thyropteridae (disk-winged bats), Noctilionidae 

(fishing bats) and some of our old friends from 

Vespertilionidae. The final species we handled was 

from the family Molossidae, which are tricky to catch 

because they are aerial hawker specialists foraging high 

above the canopy. We were fortunate enough to 

encounter one that got stuck in the lodge while we 

were having a farewell drink on our last night! We 

identified it as a velvety free-tailed bat (Molossus 

molossus) and released it outside, which made for an 

exciting end to our trip.  

What has this got to do with WBG? 

     If you are looking to further your skills in mist netting 

and bat handling, taking part in this research project is 

a great opportunity to get some experience while 

everything is quiet in the UK. We both had an excellent 

time and would recommend it to anyone who’s looking 

for more exotic bat work, with the opportunity to work 

with some fascinating and unique bat species. If you 

are interested to hear more, feel free to approach us at 

a bat event, or drop me an email.      

lewishillierecologist@gmail.com. 

Lewis Hillier and Ellie Hack 

      Thank you to all the contributors. This Newsletter 

will be posted on the Wiltshire Mammal Portal along 

with previous editions. 

https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/ 

     None of our surveys, projects or events can happen 

without a lot of cooperation. Businesses, Statutory 

Bodies, multiple land owners, individual donors, 

farmers, consultancies, interest groups, project leaders 

and members of the Wiltshire Bat Group, and bat 

workers from further afield have all played a major part 

in supporting our conservation efforts in 2019.  

 

And finally……………..  

mailto:lewishillierecologist@gmail.com
https://wiltshiremammals.wordpress.com/
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In no particular order we gratefully acknowledge the 

help, funding and support of: 

Forestry England, supporting projects in Savernake, 
Collingbourne Wood, West Wood, the Braydon Forest 
and Grovely Wood. Our thanks to Tom Blythe, Andy 
Harris and Colin Elford. 
 
Natural England, in particular relating to monitoring in 
south Wiltshire including the Chalke Valley Farmer 
Group studies in 2019 and ongoing work in the 
Savernake Forest. Our thanks to Margaret Feneley and 
Stephanie Payne.  
 
Black Sheep Countryside Management; our thanks to 
Simon Smart and Jemma Batten, in particular relating 
to works with the Pewsey Downs Farmer Group and 
the Chalke Valley Farmer Group.  
 
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, provision of reserves data and 
access for monitoring projects, hosting meetings and 
training events, particularly in relation to the 
Trowbridge Bechstein’s studies. 
 
Cotswold Water Park Trust & Lower Mill Estate 
provision of reserves data, bat boxes and providing 
access for monitoring projects. 
 
Salisbury Cathedral, notably Gary Price (Clerk of 
Works), Phil Sheldrake (then RSPB) and also Swift 
Ecology / Ecotype Genetics for supporting and 
enabling the surveys here in 2019.  
 
Sustainable Warminster community group, notably 
Harriet James, but also many others in the group and 
the landowners supporting the surveys in 2019.  
 
Bat Conservation Trust – provision of funding through 
Back from the Brink with regards Barbastelle bat 
studies in the Savernake Forest – our thanks to Sonia 
Reveley and Ian Leatherbarrow. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

          A considerable number of private landowners 
across Wiltshire who host various surveys and 
monitoring projects and who routinely provide access 
and a warm welcome. Once again, they are too 
numerous to list in full but in 2019 they included the 
reserve team at Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Jonathan 
Thomson (Underhill Wood), The Woodland Trust, and 
the numerous landowners of the Pewsey Downs 
Farmer Group and Chalke Valley Farmer Group, 
Corsham Estate, and Tedworth House (Help4Heroes).  

     In addition to our membership subscriptions we also 

received donations throughout the year for walks and 

talks. Particular thanks go to Paul Colley for donating 

the proceeds of one of his public events.     

 

 

     That’s it! We hope you’ve enjoyed reading about 

some of our exploits. Far more is going on in Wiltshire 

than has been recorded here, so if you want to 

contribute next year just watch out for the prompt in 

your in-boxes next autumn. 

Remember, we can be contacted at any time via email  

wiltsbg@gmail.com    

For any membership enquiries you can contact us on 

wiltsbgmembership@gmail.com 

We are on all the social media platforms, check these 

out too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


